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Chapter 106

.
"Went out? Why? Where would she be going at late night?" Momo Soo was confused.

.
Fade Chen felt that his head was going to burst. He said it in a dry voice, "Maybe something

happened, who knows! Don't worry about it. Go to sleep."
.

.
Momo Soo didn't move but said stubbornly, "Brother-in-law, why don't you worry about Yuri
Zhang at all? It's so late now, and a girl went missing. How can you say not worry about

anything?"
.

.
Fade Chen was speechless and could not think of a better reason to explain it. He could only

vaguely say, "Yuri has always been very careful and stable. She will be fine. It's getting late

now, you still have to attend class tomorrow. Go to bed early!"
.

.
"Brother-in-law, I felt something suspicious about you!" Momo Soo paused for a few seconds

and suddenly spoke out which startled Fade Chen with her voice, "You usually don't act like
this. Are you hiding something from me?"

.

.
"How come? Momo, don't think too much! Go to sleep!" Fade Chen said in a hurry.

.
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"No, brother-in-law! You're acting weird today. Open the door and let me in." Fade Chen
patted the door.

.

.
Fade Chen didn't dare to open the door. "Momo, it's late. You're a girl. Why did you come

into my room? It's not good."
.

.
Momo Soo said with unconcerned tone, "You are my brother in-law. It's not a bad thing for

me to enter your room. Besides, it's not as if you hadn't seen it before. You didn't say
anything bad at that time, but now you are so twisted."

.

.
Hearing this, Yuri Zhang stunned and looked surprised at Fade Chen with her dark eyes.

.
Fade Chen felt that his mind was about to burst. He quickly waved his hand to Yuri Zhang
and whispered, "It's a misunderstanding, a misunderstanding." Then he turned away and

shouted to Momo Soo, "Momo, don't talk nonsense.
.

.
However, Momo Soo seemed to be flirting with Fade Chen and said, "Brother-in-law, I didn't
talk nonsense. The last time you came home at night, you rushed into the bathroom and saw

me in the shower. Have you forgotten what you promised me to do?"
.

.
Yuri Zhang, who had just cleared up her doubts, stared at Fade Chen again.

.
Fade Chen didn't know how to explain, so he just waved his hand once again and didn't say
anything.

.

.



Meanwhile, outside, Momo So was still patting on the door. "Brother-in-law, let me in!
You're pushing me around, aren't you? Yuri Zhang is in your room, right? What are you

trying to do to Yuri?!"
.

.
As soon as Momo uttered those words, Fade Chen and Yuri Zhang were both shocked. They
looked at each other and blushed.

.

.
Fade Chen hurriedly said, "How is it possible? Momo, don't think too much."

.
Momo Soo still insists, "I don't overthink. Brother-in-law, if you don't open the door, it
means that you have a guilty conscience. I will tell my sister that you slept with us and

bullied my classmates in the middle of the night."
.

.
"Momo, don't talk nonsense! Your sister gonna kill me if you do so!" Fade Chen tried to weep

but failed to shed a tear. "Then, open the door and let me have a check, if Yuri Zhang is in

your room." Momo So said.
.

.
Fade Chen was going crazy. Looking at Yuri Zhang who was completely stunned, then he

whispered, "Yuri, why don't you hide? She's not going to stop until she is done with the

inspection."
.

.
Yuri Zhang nodded, then Fade Chen looked around the room and he was going to cry again.

.

.
The interior design of the room was simple. There was no hiding place. There was only a

small wardrobe, which was that kind of composite board. Hiding in it might not be able to

withstand the weight of a person. The bottom of the bed can be the hiding place, but it was
one that was almost certain to be examined, and could not be concealed at all.



.

.
Fade Chen was still looking for a place to hide for Yuri Zhang. Outside the door, Momo Soo

was patted the door again and urged him. She even took out her mobile phone and called to

threaten him. "Brother-in-law, if you don't open the door, I'll call my sister!"
.

.
"No, Momo, don't mess around!" Fade Chen's forehead was full of sweat, and his eyes

scanned the room once again, but still couldn't find a place to hide. At last, he stopped his

view on the bed, and his eyes lit up. He whispered to Yuri Zhang, "Yuri, get into the bed and

cover yourself with the quilt, and don't make any noise."
.

.
Yuri Zhang was in a complete daze, and just followed what Fade Chen's order. She nodded
and sat down on the bed and got under the quilt.

.

.
Fade Chen tidied up the bed, covered Yuri Zhang nicely, and was about to open the door. At
this moment, he saw the slippers beside the bed, his scalp tingle. He quickly picked them up

and stuffed them into the bedside table.
.

.
Then, Fade Chen walked to the door and gently opened it. He quickly rushed back and once

lay back on the bed. He coughed and said, "Momo, the door is open. You can come in now!"
.

.
Momo Soo pushed the door open with a suspicious look. After entering, she quickly scanned
through room, but there was no sign of Yuri Zhang. Then she began to walk inside.

.

.



"Brother-in-law, you really don't know where Yuri Zhang is?" Momo Soo walked towards the

wardrobe while chatting with Fade Chen. She pretended to be casual and opened the

wardrobe.
.

.
Seeing that there was no one inside, Momo Soo turned away with disappointment. Seeing
Momo's expression, Fade Chen was about going crazy and thinking this little girl insisted on

catching something on him. However, Fade Chen act normal and said, "Didn't I tell you all

about it? I don't know where Yuri Zhang is!"
.

.
"Oh, really?" Momo Soo still looking incredulous and paced to the bedside, then glanced at

the bed. She deliberately knocked down a small hairpin on the bedside table, bent over to
pick up the hairpin, pull up the bed sheet, and looked under the bed.

.

.
As a result, it was empty. Momo Soo's facial expression changed and she muttered to herself,
"Is Yuri Zhang really not here?"

.

.
"Momo, it's late at night. What are you doing? Go back to bed now!" Fade Chen said.

.

.
However, Momo Soo still unwilling to leave. She continued to look around the room. When

she found that there was really no other places to hide in the room, she could not help but be
suspicious. She turned around and walked to the ---- door.

.

.
Fade Chen let out a sigh of relief and moved instinctively.

.
However, he forgot that there was someone under the quilt. Yuri Zhang, who was hiding

under the quilt, curled up together and tried to narrow the space as much as possible, and
almost all of her body was attached to Fade Chen in order to hide from Momo Soo.



.

.
Fade Chen accidentally moved and touched on the place where he shouldn't have touched,
causing Yuri Zhang to make a very slight noise.

.

.
Fade Chen responded quickly with few fake cough to cover up the sound.

.
But at this moment,Momo Soo seemed to have noticed something unusual and stopped at the

door. Then, she turned around, looked the bed and began to look at it suspiciously.
.

.
Fade Chen's heart tightened and he thought that something bad was going to happen. The
sweat on his forehead began to drop.

.

.
.

.
.

.

.

.

.

.
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Chapter 107

In secret, the hands under the quilt moved gently, and it made Yuri stuck close to Fade who
was trying to cover up the traces of her body, so that Momo Soo could not see it.

Momo Soo walked to the bedside of Fade Chen. Looking at Fade Chen who was full of sweat

on his head, she asked confusedly, "Brother-in-law, why are you sweating?"
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Fade Chen laughed humorlessly and said, "It's hot! Summer has not yet passed, and I didn't
expect it to be quite hot at night."

Momo Soo rolled her eyes and immediately asked, "If it's hot, why are you still covering

yourself with such a thick quilt? Aren't you afraid of getting prickly heat?"

Fade Chen was speechless while his mouth moved. He really didn't know how to explain it.

Meanwhile, under the quilt, Yuri Zhang was very nervous too.
At this moment, Momo Soo's hand reached out for the quilt, as if it was for Fade Chen, and
said, "Brother-in-law, look, there is more sweat on your head. Don't cover the quilt anymore.
Let me lift it for you."

As she spoke, Momo Soo's hand had already grabbed the corner of the quilt and was about to
pull it away.

Fade Chen act quickly and held the quilt with his hand and shooked his head. "No! Momo,
no!"

Momo Soo stared at Fade Chen, she held the quilt with both hands tightly without letting it

off. With a doubtful look on her face, she said, "Brother-in-law, why are you rejecting? Is

there any secret hidden under the quilt? Or is there anyone underneath it?"

These words made Fade Chen's heart beat even faster. Yuri Zhang was also shocked. She
hugged onto Fade Chen's waist and completely lay on his body due to the nervousness.

"Momo, don't mess around. Go to sleep. What secret can there be under my quilt?" Fade
Chen wiped off the sweat from his forehead and said to Momo Soo with a smile.

Momo Soo was even more suspicious, so she used her hands to lift the corner of the quilt with
some strength.

Fade Chen was so anxious that his heart almost beaten out from his mouth.



At this critical moment, he suddenly had an idea. He let go of his hands and put them behind

his head. Then he leaned on the bed back and looked at Momo Soo with a relaxed smile. He
said, "Momo, you really wanted to lift the quilt and don't be regret it for doing it!"

"Hmmm? Regret? Why would I regret it?" Momo Soo was confused, but she stopped.
Seeing that his plan worked, Fade Chen became calmer. He rolled his eyes and said with a

smile, "Momo, there is a big secret under my quilt!"

"What is the big secret about?' Momo Soo was even more curious and confused.
Fade Chen lowered his voice with a smirk, then he waved to Momo Soo and said, "Come

closer, i'll tell you."

Momo Soo was full of curiosity. She came over and asked, "Brother-in-law, hurry up and tell

me!"

Fade Chen whispered, "Momo, I like to sleep naked. So, I am not wearing anything right now.
If you lift the quilt, I'm not the one to suffer a lost!"

Momo Soo was stunned after hearing and her face quickly turned red. She stared at Fade
Chen and spat, "Brother-in law, you, why are you such a hooligan?"

Fade Chen spread out his hands and said innocently, "Momo, how do I look like a hooligan?
You came to knock at the door in the middle of the night and insisted on coming into my
room. I hurried to put on my clothes, but I didn't have time to wear them. If it weren't for you,
I wouldn't cover myself with such a thick quilt in such a hot day!"

Fade Chen deliberately grabbed a corner of the quilt, lifted it up purposely, and said, "Oh,
I've covered it for so long. It's really hot!"

"Brother-in-law, you are a hooligan!" Momo Soo glared at Fade Chen and quickly loosened

her grip. Then she turned her head and ran out of the room, slamming the door.

Fade Chen finally able to let out a sigh of relief. He quickly got up and locked the door. Then,
he lifted the quilt and allow Yuri Zhang to come out.



At this point, Yuri Zhang was sweating all over. Her long hair was sticking to her forehead.
Her pajamas were wet with sweat, sticking to her tender skin, revealing a faint scenery Her

pretty face was redder than ever. It was unknown whether it was because of shyness or heat.

"Momo is gone, it's all right now!" Fade Chen comforted Yuri Zhang. However, when he

finished his words, he felt that something was wrong. Why did it look like there's something

shady going on between him and Yuri Zhang.

Yuri Zhang was full of shyness and she didn't dare to look at Fade Chen. This was because the
two who had been under the quilt just now were only separated by two layers of pajamas and
their bodies were almost stick together.

Yuri Zhang lowered her head and found out that her pajamas were soaked and affixed to her
body. She blushed and her cheeks were so hot that it almost smoked.

Yuri Zhang lowered her head and walked to the door. "Fade Chen I'm leaving."

Fade Chen quickly reached out to stop Yuri Zhang and said, "Momo had just left and hasn't
slept yet. It wouldn't be nice if she found out. You can't leave until she's asleep!"

Yuri Zhang was stunned for a sec and then nodded. She stood still where she was, and using

her hands covering over her soggy wet pajamas. She felt overwhelmed.

Fade Chen felt itchy in his throat. He couldn't help but kept salivating. His body started to

feel a little hot, and seemed to have a reaction at the same time.

Fade Chen couldn't help but felt embarrassed. He quickly looked away from Yuri Zhang and
said, "Yuri Zhang, how about this? You can have a rest on the bed and wait until Momo falls

asleep before you can go out."

Speaking of resting on the bed, two of them seemed to have uncontrollably recalled the scene

on the bed, then their cheeks turned red and hot.

Fade Chen felt that he could not control himself anymore. If this continued, he might really

lose his control.



So, Fade Chen went to the door and said to Yuri Zhang, "Yuri Zhang, you can take a rest

inside and close the door. I'll go to the bathroom."

After that, Fade Chen opened the door and made a few probing observation. After making

sure that Momo Soo was not around, he went out quickly.

After getting into the bathroom, Fade Chen splashed cold water on his head a few times. He
suppressed the anger in his heart, and then muttered to himself, "Fade Chen, ever since
getting a taste of my wife, my sense of control is getting worse!"

At the thought of his wife, Fade Chen burst into tears again. As his nominal wife, not to
mention having sex with her, they have never even slept in the same room before!

Living together with such a beautiful wife whom one can only dream of but was unable to
reach. It would be harder to bear than to be single every day!

For a moment, Fade Chen was full of tears!
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Chapter 108

Fade Chen stayed in the bathroom for about 15 minutes. After making sure that Momo Soo

was asleep, he quietly came to the door of the room, knocked on the door, then slowly

entered into the room.

Then, they discussed together and found a reason for Yuri Zhang. To say that Yuri Zhang's
menstruation came at midnight and she went out to the convenience store to buy supplies.
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After the verbal agreement, Yuri Zhang tiptoed walk out of the room and reached the gate.
She deliberately opened and closed the door to make a noise. Then, she stomped towards

Momo Soo's room.

After seeing Yuri Zhang entered into her room, it was a relief for Fade Chen. He closed the

door and lay back on the bed, ready to continue to sleep.

As he lay in bed, Fade Chen found himself in a tragedy.
His thoughts were completely out of control. When he thought of the bed, he eventually
linked it to the scene where Yuri Zhang and him were in bed just now. The heat that had been
suppressed by cold water in the bathroom started to burn up again.

So, in the middle of the night, Fade Chen couldn't fall asleep at all. He kept his eye widely
open due to insomnia. He then started to count sheeps to let himself fell asleep.

At seven o'clock in the morning, the two little beauties got up. After washing up, they were

ready to go to class.

Fade Chen also got up with dark circles and greeted the two girls, then, he was ready to leave.
However, when Yuri Zhang saw Fade Chen, a dusky blush rose to her cheek, she became

even shyer than before. She didn't dare to look at Fade Chen's eyes at all. She lowered her

head and hurried past with a blushing face.

Fortunately, Momo Soo seemed to believe Yuri Zhang's words and did not notice anything

unusual. At this point, Fade Chen felt relieved.

The three went out together. The two girls went to school, while Fade Chen was ready to

drive his car to go to work directly.

On the way, Fade Chen took out his mobile phone and called his wife to explain what

happened last night.

When the phone was connected, Quin Lin's cold voice came from the other side as soon as

Fade Chen called her "Honey", "Where are you?"



Fade Chen's heart skipped a beat. He sped up while explaining, "Honey, I was at Momo's
school for their art festival last night. By the time it was over, it was already late and I drank

some wine, so I couldn't drive back. Then, I stayed at the hotel for one night. Honey, I'm
sorry. I didn't tell you in advance. I'm on my way to the office now."

On the other end of the phone was stunned for a moment, and then continued coldly, "You
don't have to go to the company. Come home now!"

"Go home? Honey, aren't you going to work today?" Fade Chen asked doubtfully.
Quin Lin did not explain anything and said, "You have only 30 minutes. Time waits for no

man."

"Yes, Honey, I will be right there." Fade Chen said firmly.

After hanging up the phone, Fade Chen speed up his car as fast as possible, turning the luxury
car into an agile fish, flexibly shuttling through the morning rush of traffic.

Twenty minutes later, the car stopped in the villa courtyard at home.
"Honey, I'm back!" Fade Chen entered the house and shouted, but to find out that his wife

was not in the living room. He only saw Housekeeper Wong preparing breakfast in the

kitchen alone.

When Fade Chen was still wondering, Quin Lin's voice came from upstairs. "The room
upstairs, you come up!"

Hearing this, Fade Chen was slightly stunned, and then a burst of heat in the heart. He was
overjoyed. "My wife took the initiative to let me go to her room. Is she..."

Fade Chen was looking forward and his face lit up with expectations to enter into Quin Lin's
room, he immediately saw Quin Lin sitting in front of the dressing table to make up.

Quin Lin always knew how to dress up herself, normally, she would be wearing professional

suits and a light layer of makeup. At this moment, Quin Lin was wearing a casual formal

dress, with a delicate makeup on her face. Her eyebrows and eyeliner had been set, which
made her look more delicate and beautiful.



Moreover, Quin Lin, who usually does not wear any jewelry, wore a small and exquisite
white platinum necklace on her neck. She was also holding a pair of exquisite platinum
earrings, groping her ears as she prepared to put them on.

Fade Chen somehow felt a little jealous. He wanted to ask what happened to his wife today

and why she dressed up so formally.

However, before he could ask, Quin Lin spread her hand, handed the earrings to Fade Chen
and said, "Help me with it!"

"Huh?" Fade Chen looked at Quin Lin in surprise.
Quin Lin explained calmly, "I haven't worn earrings for a long time, and the ear holes are

almost blocked. I can't handle it, can you help me?"

"Oh, okay, let me do it!" Fade Chen was overjoyed, the jealousy was gone after that.
"My wife asked me to help her with the earrings. It's impossible to do this kind of thing at

ordinary times!"

Was his wife dressed up for him today?Was she going to have a romantic date with me? Or

was it a special day that his wife wanted to spend with him?

The more he thought about it, the happier he became. Fade Chen felt his heart seemed to be

flowing with honey, he felt very sweet.

At this moment, Quin Lin said coldly, "Hurry up, it's getting late!"
Fade Chen immediately restrained himself, pinched the small earring in his right hand, and
pinched Quin Lin's soft earlobe with his left hand. Then, he began to wear the earrings.

As a result, Fade Chen underestimated the difficulty of dressing up a woman.
Fade Chen pinched the earrings with his right hand and aimed at the tip of the earring hole,
then, he began to poke it hard.

However, Quin Lin had not been wearing any earrings for a long time. At this time, he was
about to get mad, using such a forceful poke caused his wife to frown in pain and she let out

a muffled groan.



This time, Fade Chen did not dare to use too much strength. Instead, he aimed at the ear hole

with the tip of the earrings carefully, then rotate it left and right by testing it.

Fade Chen asked while worrying about hurting his wife.
At this moment, Housekeeper Wong, who walked to the door of the room and was ready to

call them to come down for breakfast, accidentally overheard the conversation in the room.
She was stunned for a moment and then showed an unexpected look. Then, she turned
around and quietly walked downstairs. "I didn't expect that Fade Chen and Quin Lin would

be so loving in the early morning..."
.

.

.

.
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Chapter 109

After helping his wife with her earrings, they went downstairs to have breakfast together. As
a result, they saw Housekeeper Wong's expression changed and there seemed to be an

uncontrollable smile on her face.

Suddenly, Fade Chen was curious and couldn't help but asked, "Housekeeper Wong, did
anything good happened to you?"

HousekeeperWong waved her hand and said no. Then, she continued with her work, but the
smile on her mouth could not be suppressed.

So then, Fade Chen did not continue to ask, so he just began to enjoy his breakfast.

Quin Lin, who sat opposite of Fade Chen, took a bite of some food and then answered a

phone call. She nodded and said, "Okay, i'll be there soon."

Fade Chen pricked up his ears to catch the sound on the other side of the phone. He seemed

to hear a man's voice vaguely. The man said something like, "Looking forward to meeting

President Lin." Then he hung up politely.
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As soon as she put down the phone, Fade Chen was keenly aware that Quin Lin was smiling

and seemed to be very happy Suddenly, Fade Chen's heart began to beat wildly, and he

couldn't help but think wild thoughts. "Who is she talking to?" He thought it in his mind.
"Who is that man? It seems like my wife value that man very much."

"My wife even took leave from her work, she rarely dress up so nicely in order to meet the

man. Is it possible that my wife and the man..."

Fade Chen didn't dare to think too much. The more he thought about it, the more confused

he became. He kept glancing at Quin Lin, and he didn't feel so good about eating.

Quin Lin noticed Fade Chen's unusual movement and said, "What's wrong with you?Why do

you stop eating?

"Well, nothing!" Fade Chen quickly took a few sips of porridge, but his heart became more

chaotic as he looked at his wife's eyes that kept glancing at her mobile phone.

Finally, Fade Chen couldn't help but put down his bowl and chopsticks, looked at Quin Lin
and asked, "Honey, who was the one who just called you?"

Quin Lin seemed surprised. She glanced at Fade Chen and said calmly, "A friend!"
"Friend?" Fade Chen frowned slightly. It seemed that Quin Lin rarely used the word "friend".
He felt even more confused. He paused for a moment and couldn't help asking, "Honey, you
are not going to the company because you going to see that friend today?"

"Yes!" Quin Lin replied flatly.
Fade Chen felt his heart beating wildly and he was a little excited. He suppressed the

excitement in his heart and pretended to be careless. He asked, "Is that friend a man?"

"Yes!" Quin Lin looked up at Fade Chen and nodded.

This time, Fade Chen's heart was in a mess. His mind constantly guessing the relationship

between his wife and this so-called "friend" and who he was!



Just as Fade Chen was lost in his thoughts, Quin Lin put down her bowl and chopsticks,
wiped her mouth, then got up and said, "I've finished my meal. I'm going out."

Fade Chen quickly got up. Seeing his wife leave, he couldn't help but felt a little nervous. He
quickly picked up the pace and followed her, "Babe, don't you want to take me with you?

Quin Lin looked at Fade Chen and said calmly, "I have something to talk about with my

friend. You don't understand!"

These words made Fade Chen's heart skip a beat. He hurriedly said, "Then honey, you asked

me to come back, can't be specially asking me to wear the earrings for you?

Quin Lin nodded and said, "Yes, It was!"
Then, she walked directly to the garage, and it seemed that she was ready to drive out.

Fade Chen felt nervous and wanted to cry but had no tears. He quickly chased after her and

said with a smile, "Honey. I'm free anyway. How about going with you?"

Quin Lin asked curiously. "What are you going to do?"
"Well, I am going to be your bodyguard." Fade Chen casually found an excuse. "Honey, you
are a one of the most notable bosses in Bay City. You wouldn't know how many people are

going to be watching you. It's dangerous to go out casually. I can be your personal guard."

Quin Lin shook her head and said, "No, my friend is very safe. There won't be any accidents."

The more Quin Lin behaved like this, the more worried Fade Chen was. He continued to

pester her and said, "Honey, having more bodyguards are more secure. Besides, you will feel

bored on the way going there alone. I can chat with you!"

"No, I don't like chatting!" Quin Lin said, "It's getting late. I'm leaving."

Quin Lin got in the car, started the vehicle, and drove out quickly

After leaving him behind. Fade Chen became more anxious. He gritted his teeth and didn't
care about his outfit, then he got into a Mercedes-Benz next to him and drove out of the villa

to catch up with his wife's car.



Fade Chen murmured while driving, "Hmmm, that man. You'd better not have any improper

thoughts of my wife, otherwise... humph!"

Ahead of him, Quin Lin, who was driving, looked at the car behind her through the rear view
mirror. The corners of her mouth lifted slightly, revealing a faint smile.

The cars raced for a while and finally arrived at a high-end villa area in the suburbs of Bay
City. It stopped in front of a luxury villa by the lake.

Quin Lin got out of the car, and Fade Chen followed her. At the door of the villa, a woman in

her thirties stood at the door. There was a smile on the corner of the woman's mouth, and a

small mole between her left eyebrow, which made the woman felt more amorous and more

charming. It turned out to be Mindy Wu, the daughter of Mr. Wu.

Mindy Wu saw the two coming over and greeted them with a smile.
After simple shake hands and greeting Quin Lin, MindyWu glanced at Fade Chen and turned

her eyes. The natural charm immediately flowed out, making Fade Chen's heart trembled. He
thought that this woman was really a demon.

"Welcome, both of you. Please come in." MindyWu welcomed the two of them into the house.
It seemed that she had already known that they would come. Quin Lin did not say anything

special and signaled for Fade Chen to come with her.

Fade Chen finally understood after seeing this scene. In the morning, his wife's cold attitude

at the dining table was completely deliberately teasing him. She had planned for him to

follow her.

Actually, it was set up by his wife which made Fade Chen felt uneasy and crankily among a

jumble of thought after all these while.

However, being trapped by his wife, Fade Chen felt happy too. This showed that his wife still

cared about him very much.

Just as Fade Chen was thinking, a gentle and deep man's voice sounded, "Welcome, President
Lin. Come in!"



Fade Chen looked up and saw a man in his thirties walking out. The man was dressed in a

casual suit, and his hair was combed neatly. With a smile on his face, he turned around and

welcomed Quin Lin into the house.

Both his appearance and action made him look very self restraint and elegant.
However, when Fade Chen saw the smile on his wife, and his scalp tingled again. He stared at
the man with vigilance in his eyes and clenched his fists.
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Chapter 110

Feeling Fade Chen's gaze, the man turned his head slightly and said with a smile. "This must

be Mr. Chen, right? Welcome, please come in!"

Fade Chen looked at the man with a serious expression. The man reached out his right hand

and continued with a smile, "Mr. Chen, don't you remember me?"

"Huh? Fade Chen was confused. He couldn't remember knowing this man in front of him.
The man smiled and said, "Mr. Chen, you had called me before."
Fade Chen still couldn't recall.MindyWu moved closer and leaned over. A overwhelming but

not unpleasant rose fragrance soon filled Fade Chen's mouth and nose, his skin itched.

"Mr. Chen, this is my brother. Charles Wu. He is a businessman in Long City." Mindy Wu's
fragrant rushed into Fade Chen's ears and made him jumped.

Then, he immediately remembered this person. Charles Wu was the owner of Galaxy Plaza
Mall at Long City. When Edward Xu and Howard Zhang gave him troubles at the mall last

time, Fade Chen had called Mr.Wu to contact Charles Wu, who finally solved the problem.
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With this thought, Fade Chen reached out and shook Charles Wu's hand, "President Wu, it's
you. Thank you for your help last time."

Charles Wu shook his head gently and smiled, "Mr. Chen, you're too polite. My father owes
his life to you. My help was not a big deal. Instead, I might have to trouble Mr. Chen again

later."

"President Wu, don't mention it!" Fade Chen reciprocated.
CharlesWu looked at Quin Lin and said to Fade Chen, "Mr. Chen, I have something to discuss

with President Lin. I'll see you later!"

As they spoke, Charles Wu and Quin Lin walked into a study room.
Although Fade Chen knew who Charles Wu is, he still couldn't help but feel a little jealous.
On the other hand, a playful voice said, "Mr. Chen, I didn't know you get jealous too!"
Fade Chen turned his head and touched his nose. He tried to cover up by saying, "I am just
simply looking around."

MindyWu flashed a charming smile and she shuddered with flattery. Then, she leaned closer

to Fade Chen and chirped, "Mr. Chen, don't worry. My brother and President Lin are just
talking business. They have nothing going on."

"I know, I know!" Fade Chen was relieved and nodded quickly.
Then he asked, "MissWu, what did PresidentWu mean by saying that he will have to trouble

me?"

Mindy Wu turned her gaze, "At the party last time, Mr. Chen showed your magical medical

skills and saved my father once. Later, my brother heard about the incident and took the time

to return to Bay City to make an appointment to see you and your wife. He wanted to thank

Mr. Chen for saving our father's life, and at the same time, to have the opportunity to discuss
about business collaboration with President Lin. During this period, my brother has some

minor health problems and he would like Mr. Chen to look into it."

"Oh consulting his health!" Fade Chen was relieved and nodded cheerfully. "No problem. I
will check President Wu's pulse later."



MindyWu smiled and welcomed Fade Chen into the house. "We've been chatting for so long

at the door. Please forgive me, Mr. Chen, please come in and have a seat.

Fade Chen nodded and walked alongside Mindy Wu into the villa. As soon as he entered, he
saw a petite figure rushing towards him. At the same time, a tender voice cried, "Brother
Superman, you're here!"

Following the voice, a girl with a pair of big rounded eyes, soft silky black hair with an

adorable kitty hairpin on her hair appeared. It was really the little girl - Fish Song.

Fish Song threw herself into Fade Chen's arms and giggled, "Brother Superman, you've
finally come to see me. I haven't seen you for a long time. I miss you. I also want you to take

me to have steak!"

The little girl's bubbly voice made Fade Chen burst into laughter. He picked up the little girl,
touched her head lovingly, and said, "I've missed you too, little fish."

Mindy Wu who was standing at the side, smiled with content as she saw how much her

daughter adored Fade Chen. She scanned the young guy up and down.

At the living room, MindyWu served up some snacks and tea for Fade Chen and chatted with
him for a while.

In the end, it was Fish Song who couldn't sit still. After a while, she pestered Fade Chen to go
out and play. Fade Chen naturally agreed and took Little Fish to play by the grassy lakeside

not far away from the villa.

The little girl happily played with the flowers and plants under the willow tree while Fade
Chen enjoyed the cool breeze and scenic view of the lake.

After a while, Fade Chen suddenly noticed several suspicious silhouettes coming out of a

small hill and carefully moving towards a villa at the other side, using the bushes as cover.

Fade Chen frowned seeing this. He got up and was about to check it out when two security

guards riding the electric patrol car passed by. Fade Chen was alarmed and said to the

security guards, "Look over there!"



He pointed in the direction of the sneaky figures.
The two security guards turned their heads and their expressions changed. The hurriedly
picked up the walkie talkie and to alert their colleagues.

In less than three minutes, more than a dozen security guards rushed over, successfully
caught those sneaky figures, and then dragged them out.

The security guard who drove the patrol car just now walked over to thank Fade Chen,
"Thank you, brother, for being alert just now! Otherwise, those people would have really

taken advantage of this opportunity."

Fade Chen waved and said, "It's okay. Just a small matter."
The security guard took a look at Fish Song, who was playing beside Fade Chen, and was

instantly surprised. The way he looked at Fade Chen immediately full of respects and

changed his address to him. "Sir, are you from the Wu family?"

Fade Chen smiled and replied. "No, I'm here as a guest."
"You must be extraordinary to have the chance to visit the Wu family!" The security guard

sighed with admiration. After all, even in this high-end community, the Wu family was

considered a top notch family. Just the villa by the lake itself was worth more than 10
million yuan, no ordinary wealthy family could own it.

Fade Chen understood his thoughts, so he changed the topic casually and said, "Who are

those people just now? Thieves?"

The security guard shook his head and said, "They are not thieves. It would be so much easier

for us if they are just thieves. These people are reporters and small businessman.

"Reporter and businessman?" Fade Chen was a little surprised.
The security guard explained, "The people who live in this area are all from first-class society.
Many of them are celebrities and businessmen, so the reporters and paparazzi of some small

publishing houses will sneak in to take photographs secretly. Meanwhile, some businessmen

will find opportunities to strike deals or appeal for investment with these big bosses. It's not
easy for us to confront these people directly and if we hand them over to the police, at most,
they will just be reprimanded. The next time they come, we can only catch them again. There
is really no good way to deal with them."



"I see! It's not easy for you!" Fade Chen agreed.
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The security guard found Fade Chen easy to talk with, so he continued to say, "Actually, these
people are considered fine. If caught, just drive them away. It's just a little troublesome that's
all. There are some who are really hard to deal with."

"There are other more difficult people?" Fade Chen enquired.
The security guard nodded and complained, "Bro, you don't know our predicament as

security guards. If we encounter the reporters and small businessmen like those just now, we
can drive them away directly. But if it was those famous businessmen and big shots, it would
be trouble for us."

"There are famous businessmen and big shots sneaking over too?" Fade Chen was a little

astonished.

The security guard continued, "Of course they didn't come by sneaking in, they just barge in
directly. Sometimes, however, it isn't appropriate for the master of the villa to come forward

and decline these people outrightly, so instead, we are sent to take the blame and suffer in

silence from both parties."

Having heard what the security guard had shared, Fade Chen finally understood. He patted
the security guard on the shoulder and comforted him, "Bro, thanks for your hard work."
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The two continued to chat randomly. Suddenly, a distress call came from the security guard's
walkie-talkie, Jude, where have you been? Come quickly!"

The security guard quickly replied, "I'm at the lake. Captain, what's wrong?

The captain said, "Faye Xu is here again. Your brother is injured and our people are treating

him. Come here quickly."

"What? My brother has been assaulted?" The security guard, Jude, looked anxious and
blurted, "Captain, I'll be there right away."

Hearing Jude's conversation, Fade Chen immediately said, "Jude, I'll go and have a look too."

"Bro, you..." The security guard looked at Fade Chen.
Fade Chen pickled Fish Song up as he caught up with Jude and explained, "I am a doctor. I
heard that someone is injured."

"A doctor? That's wonderful. Bro, thank you." The security guard said gratefully.

Later, Fade Chen with Fish Song in arms, followed the security guard Jude and rushed to the

security room at the entrance of the villa.

At this moment, a crowd had gathered at the door of the security room. Seven or eight

security guards surrounded a Ferrari, and the owner of the luxurious car was a middle aged

woman in her forties, Faye Xu, as mentioned by security captain earlier.

Faye Xu was undeterred even when facing so many of the security guards, instead, she
became more arrogant and shouted at them. She even assaulted the security guard. They dare
not harm this woman although the security guards were angry. "

Jude, you're here. Go and see your brother." A middle-aged security captain said to Jude.

Jude immediately squeezed into the crowd with Fade Chen followed closely behind. Then,
they saw a man in a security uniform lying on the ground in front of the Ferrari. His head had
hit the concrete floor, and blood was oozing out. The man was already unconscious.

Seeing this, Jude was instantly restless, he shouted, "Brother, wake up! Brother..."



The security captain urged, "Jude, please take your brother to the hospital quickly!"

"Yes, the hospital!" Jude murmured, and he bent down to get his brother.
But as soon as he bent down, the middle-aged woman in her forties suddenly shrieked. She
rushed over and stood in front of Jude, fuming, "Who gives you the permission to move him?
Get out of here and don't touch him."

"This is my brother, he is injured!" Jude roared, his eyes red.
But Faye Xu boasted, "I don't care who he is. He damaged my car. So he can't leave until he
pays." Faye Xu pointed at a dent on the car hood and shouted in disdain, "Do you know how

much my car costs? Let me tell you, at least two hundred thousand yuan to repair this

damage. No compensation, no leaving."

After that, Faye Xu stood in front of Jude's brother to prevent anyone from carrying him

away. Jude's brother was still bleeding profusely.

By then Jude's eyes were crossed with exasperation, but he couldn't do anything with the

woman. He compromised by saying, "We will pay for it. But my brother is injured now and

must be treated immediately. I will give you the money later."

"Give it later? As a security guard, do you even earn 3,000 yuan a month? How are you pay

give me?" Faye Xu scorned. "

I will pay." Jude looked at his bleeding brother and said anxiously, "Please let my brother go

to the hospital, or he will be in danger."

"Pay me now or don't leave." Faye Xu crossed her arms in front of her chest looking cocky.
She had no intention of letting this slip.

The security guards around grew angrier and started to speak up.
"This is a life and death situation, how can you do this?
"That's right. Saving life is more important, we can discuss about the money later."
"Besides, Jax was at no fault at all. She made the mistake first, so why should we be the one

paying for it?"



After hearing this, Faye suddenly jumped and shot at everyone in contempt, "What nonsense

are you guys talking about? So you damaged my car and I'm supposed to bear the

responsibility now!"

"Talk about a matter of life and death. Let me tell you, you security guards' lives aren't even
worth as much as my pet dog. Who cares if you live or die."

"Today, if you don't compensate me, don't take him away."
Even though everyone was furious, they couldn't do anything about it.
Jude's eyes swelled with tears at the sight of his brother, whose lips had turned pale due to

excessive loss of blood.

Right then, Fade Chen stepped out and pushed the woman away. Then, he bent down and

began to feel for the pulse of Jude's brother.

Fade Chen's action caused Faye Xu to stagger and she almost fell. Regaining her balance, she
turned around and pounced at Fade Chen, "How dare you pushed me. I'll beat you to death!"

Faye Xu lunged forward and raised her foot in attempt to kick Fade Chen.
Fade Chen shot her a dagger stare and thundered, "Get lost!"
The thunderous roar made Faye Xu shuddered. She froze dead on the spot in fear.
Fade Chen was quick to diagnose Jude's brother and confirmed that his unconsciousness was

the result of losing too much blood. He then maneuvered his Chi in his palm and carefully

pressed it on the wound at the back of Jax's head.

At the same time, his other hand quickly pointed at Jax's neck and chest respectively.
Soon, Jude's brother stopped bleeding, and his condition stabilized. Then, Fade Chen got up

and said, "I've stopped the bleeding, send him to the hospital for blood transfusion fast."

"Alright, thank you brother!" Jude and several other security guards quickly lifted his brother.
They were about to put him into the car.

.
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But at that instance, Faye Xu recovered from the momentary shock, and her expression
distorted. She dashed over and cried, "You can't leave. You can't leave unless you pay!"

"You..." Jude was so angry that he lifted his fist about to punch. The security guards beside

him quickly restrained him.

Faye Xu grew bolder so she said, "I tell you, if you don't pay up, he can't leave even if he has

to die here today."

The security captain got hold of the enraged Jude, and came forward, "President Xu, you
have to be reasonable in this matter. The damage of your car was caused by the boom gate

when you broke through the checkpoint forcibly He had come over to let you stop for
inspection, but you knocked him down. In terms of responsibility, it is obvious that you hold

a bigger responsibility."

"I have bigger responsibility? What a joke. You guys did not perform your duty well when

lowering the boom gate which damaged my car. Then he was the one who rushed to my car

himself. I'm not responsible for that. He deserves it himself. "Faye Xu explained.

Even the security captain who had a good temper, was angry at the woman by then.
"President Xu, how can you say that? Jax stopped you because you didn't have any prior

appointment and still insisted on barging in to get business deals."

Hearing this, all hell broke loose. Faye Xu shouted angrily with her hands on her hips, "An
appointment? You must be joking. With who I am, who needs an appointment? What's
wrong with me coming in? How dare you ask me to make an appointment and stop me. You
are just a bunch of rubbish."

Furious and red-eyed, the security guards clenched their fists and shook in anger, to hold

themselves from hurting anyone.
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Faye Xu sneered and continue to challenge, "What? You want to hit me? Let me tell you this,
if it's just the car, it will only be hundreds of thousands of yuan. But if you dare to even touch
me, it won't just be hundreds of thousands of yuan anymore. All of you added up wouldn't
even be enough to pay me."

After she said that she scanned across the angry faces of the security guards with disgust,
showing no intention of giving way.

The security guards were outraged, but they were worried of the compensation they might

face, so they could only glare at the woman.

Faye Xu did not back down and her ego continued to expand. Jude was at the verge of crying
as his brother's condition worsen.

A man emerged and approached Faye Xu. His voice icy cold, "Get out of the way!"
Faye Xu recognized the young man as the one who treated Jax just now. He was in his early

twenties, dressed in a boring style, and held a little girl covered with mud and weed.

Faye Xu immediately judged the identity of the person in front of her. He was most probably

a relative of the security guard or some lower-ranking staff here, who was bringing his child

there to spend the summer vacation, and so happened to know a few medical tricks. She was
absolutely certain that this man was not some relatives of the communities here, let alone
living here.

After ascertaining Fade Chen's identity, Faye Xu sneered, "Who do you think you are, asking
me to leave! Why don't you get lost!"

Fade Chen's eyes turned frigid. Without a word, he swung his hand and slapped Faye Xu in

the face.

Faye Xu's cheek swelled instantly. The force sent her spinning and she fell to the ground.

"You, how dare you hit me. I'm telling you this, you're done, you are so dead." Faye Xu
wailed.



Fade Chen did not stop there. He continued to kick Faye Xu and sent her flying, eventually
landing on her own Ferrari. The huge force smashed the windscreen of her car.

Then, Fade Chen said to Jude, "Jude, take your brother to the hospital!"

Jude was grateful but at the same time had a worried look on his face as he glanced over at
the luxury car and the b*tch. "Brother, you..."

Fade Chen dismissed it and said, "Don't worry. Everything will be fine, just leave it to me."

Little Fish too waved her hands sweetly, "Don't worry. Brother Superman is really incredible.
He can solve anything. There wont be any problem."

The little girl patted her chest for a show of confidence and assurance. This made the security

guards grinned. Then they immediately put Jax into the car and rushed to the hospital.

At the same time, Faye Xu scrambled to her feet, her face was covered with blood and a few

pieces of glass debris stuck on her body. She glared at Fade Chen, whipped out her mobile

phone and began to make a call, "Honey, I am at the Moon Lake Villas. I was being assaulted
by a bumpkin.

My car was broken too. Please come here quickly. And remember to bring people along. I will
teach this bumpkin a good lesson."

Next to him, the security captain looked worried. He quietly approached Fade Chen and

whispered, "Brother, thank you for your help just now. But you better leave before those men

come."

"Why?" Fade Chen asked.
The security captain hurried on and said, "Didn't you notice that the woman has called

someone."

"Is she influential?" Fade Chen asked.
The security captain explained, "She is no ordinary woman. Her husband is Zion Liu, who
runs a rather large scale drug business in Bay City. His net worth is more than one billion

yuan. One of the richest in Bay City.



"This couple is shrewish and ill-mannered. They often use unethical methods and like to take

advantage of when doing business. Therefore, they don't get along well with the other top

businessmen in Bay City."

"But in our Bay City, or even in the nearby cities, their business is the largest. Therefore,
many have no choice but to cooperate with them.We also don't want to offend them directly.
Thus, every time Faye Xu comes to our villa to try to use special connections, the master of

the villa, reluctant to dismiss her himself, would sent our security guards to deal with her."

"We have stopped her for several occasions before and there had been some conflicts. I didn't
expect that things would end up this way with Jade injured."

After listening to the story. Fade Chen had some understanding of Faye Xu. He nodded and

said, "I see."

When the security captain realized that Fade Chen was still standing at the same spot and
didn't seem to have any intention of leaving, he grew impatient, "Young man, I have told you
this much. But why haven't you get it? We can't afford to offend these people. Even if the

people in this villa can, but they won't. So, you should get out of here quickly! It'll be too late
when they arrive."

Before Fade Chen opened his mouth, Faye Xu wiped the blood on her face. She came over

and glared pointedly at Fade Chen and said, "Are you thinking of escaping? No way! This
bumpkin and you bunch of security guards don't even think about leaving today. Just wait
and see!"

Fade Chen was calm. He ignored Faye Xu but instead, turned to the security captain to

reassure him.

.
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Little Fish Song who was next to him skipped out happily, still holding a small fistful of soil,
she said to Faye Xu, "Brother Superman is not a bumpkin. You are a mean woman!"

Faye Xu couldn't believe that even a child had the guts to scold her. Annoyed by that, she
raised her hand, about to plant a slap on Fish Song, she said, "Get out of here, you wild child

from the countryside!"

Fade Chen watched in fury. Faye Xu's behavior towards Fish Song was uncalled for. How
could anyone do that to a child. Fade Chen's body jolted, instantly a shadow darted towards

where Fish Song was.

Before Faye Xu's slap could reach the target, Fade Chen returned a slap and it landed on her

other cheek, causing it to immediately swell up. She stumbled back and fell clumsily to the

ground.

"Kid, how dare you hit my wife? I see you don't want to live anymore!"
There came a roar right at that moment. Then, Fade Chen saw a sturdy Land Rover heading
towards his direction. It completely ignored the boom gate at the entrance, crashed right

through it, and sped directly towards Fade Chen.

The vehicle braked abruptly in front of Fade Chen, and down came a stout, middle-aged man

with a big gold chain. He stared at Fade Chen with a piercing look, and the flesh on his face

shook as he walked.

Behind the man, several cars pulled over. More than a dozen young men dressed like

gangsters came out of the cars hastily

The security captain had fear in his eyes when he saw the entourage. "This is Faye Xu's
husband, Zion Liu," he mumbled.

Fade Chen nodded and looked at the man. To him, this guy didn't have the slightest look of a
businessman but instead looked completely like a hooligan.



Zion Liu helped Faye Xu up. Both her cheeks were swollen and her face bloodied. Faye Xu
then pointed at Fade Chen and her car and murmured something. One didn't need to guess

what her accusations on Fade Chen would be.

Afterwards, Zion Liu's face trembled uncontrollably. He ordered his men in anger, "Beat
him!"

In an instance, more than a dozen punks behind Zion Liu charged forward. The atmosphere

was so intense that it almost sent the security captain running away in fear. In the end, he
clenched his mouth and decided to stand alongside Fade Chen.

Fade Chen glanced at the security captain with a smile, Then he looked at the dozens of
punks who had rushed over, took a step forward and was ready to face them.

Behind him, the security captain shouted worriedly, "Brother, don't act hastily!"
On the other hand, Zion Liu and Faye Xu glared at their direction with vengeful eyes.
"You're looking for trouble for touching my wife!"
"Honey, not only him, but we must also teach those security guards a lesson!"
"Don't worry. I won't let anyone escape!"
As the couple were talking, there was a sudden commotion that sounded like slappings

mingled with screams.

When Zion Liu and Faye Xu heard the clamor, their smiles brightened and they muttered,
"Humph, beat the sh*t out of that guy. Let's see what else he can do..."

But the moment the two turned their heads, their jaws dropped. The screams were not from

Fade Chen, but they were coming from Zion Liu's men.

Fade Chen had completely transformed into a vicious wolf amongst a herd of sheep. His
punches and kicks left Zion Liu's men no chance to retaliate.

In less than three minutes, only two of the gangsters were still standing. Not to mention that

they were already all bruised and could hardly hold themselves together.

Faye Xu's eyes narrowed with hatred. Her eyes perused the area and fell on Fish Song who

was clapping her tiny hands and cheering in a tender voice.



Faye Xu walked over to Fish Song intending to pick her up.
Fish Song squealed and this captured Fade Chen's attention.
Fade Chen was furious when he saw that the woman had taken it upon Little Fish. He kicked
the last punk hard and then flicked his fingertip slightly. A blast of energy burst out through

the air and hit Faye Xu straight. The woman was blasted off the ground then fell back down,
wailing.

Zion Liu was angry to see his wife being bullied. He let out a cry and threw his fists at Fade
Chen. In the end, he suffered the same fate as his men. With just a punch, Zion Liu was sent

flying and fell right next to his wife, groaning in pain.

Fade Chen strolled to the front of the couple while holding Fish Song in hand. He looked at

their resentful eyes and said coldly, "Giving up yet?"

Although Faye Xu was terrified at that moment, she resented and said in a slightly trembling

voice, "You are a bumpkin. You assaulted us. I'l see how you can pay for this!"

Zion Liu also said coldly, "Kid, with these men of mine injured and their medical expenses
amounting to at least hundreds of thousands, including the expenses repairing the car. You
should be prepared to go to jail!"

The security captain quivered nervously just hearing the huge amount of money.
This time, Fade Chen shook his head scornfully and said, "It's just money you want? I have

plenty!"

"You bumpkin, you're just bragging! You dare to say you are not short of money? Just take a

good look at your attitude," Faye Xu jeered.

Zion Liu said coldly, "Kid, it won't be just a matter of money. Even if you managed to gather

all the money, with our status, I will make sure you have no place in Bay City in the future."

"Oh Really?" Fade Chen was indifferent. He didn't take it seriously at all. Instead, he gave
them both another hard slap respectively.



They didn't expect such treatment from Fade Chen even then. They screamed, "Kid, you're
dead. I'm gonna kill you."

Just as the two were screaming, a woman called, "Little Fish, are you there?"
As the woman approached, Faye Xu's face lit up. She exclaimed, "MissWu, MissWu, it's me,
Faye Xu!"

It was Mindy Wu. She had followed the commotion and came over when she didn't see Fade
Chen and Fish Song anywhere as she came out to look for them.

Upon hearing the voice, she turned and recognized Faye Xu. She acknowledged casually and

said, "Oh, President Xu!" Then she continued to walk towards Fish Song.

Faye Xu got up hastily and ran after her. "Miss Wu, don't go there. There is a ruthless
bumpkin with a wild child over there. Don't go there or you might get hurt."

Mindy Wu frowned but kept silent.
Faye Xu thought that Mindy Wu had believed her so she quickly added, "Miss Wu, I have
come to visit you and Mr. Wu several times before, but I didn't get to meet either of you. I
wonder how's your consideration for our factory plant approval...

Before Faye Xu finished her sentence, the little girl whom she had regarded as a wild child

hopped over and threw herself into Mindy Wu's arms, "Mom!"

When Miss Wu saw the so-called country bumpkin, she smiled and nodded, "Mr. Chen".

All of a sudden, Faye Xu was dumbfounded. Her words halted midway.
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"President Wu, you, you know him?" Faye Xu asked Mindy Wu, clinging desperately on her

final hope.

MindyWu nodded and said, "Mr. Chen is an honored guest of my family.What's the matter?"

Faye Xu's face immediately turned pale. She took a few steps back, hurriedly waved her hand
and dismissed, "No. nothing."

But at this time, Fade Chen snorted and stated, "President Xu, this isn't what you said just
now. You had ramped the barrier, hit a man and assaulted people, oh and verbally abused us.
It doesn't look like nothing to me?"

Faye Xu looked quickly at Fade Chen, eager to mend the wrongs. She bowed respectfully and
pleaded, "Mr. Chen, it was all a misunderstanding just now. It was my fault. I hope you don't
take it to heart and forgive me this once, I will..."

Fade Chen waved his hand in disgust and interrupted coldly, "You want me to spare you this

once? If I hadn't showed up, would you have spared these security guards?"

MindyWu's brows knitted in a frown. She asked Fade Chen, "Mr. Chen, what just happened?"

Fade Chen subsequently told Mindy Wu the whole story of Faye Xu and Zion Liu's
outrageous behaviors. Faye Xu and Zion Liu's faces turned as white as a sheet.

Additionally. Little Fish who was in Mindy's arms, also intercepted from time to time.

"Mommy, this aunty is a bad person. She scolded me and Brother Superman."

"Also, she wanted to hit me, saying that I am a wild kid."
Suddenly, MindyWu's face darkened. She glimpsed at Faye Xu coldly and said, "President Xu,
how many times have 1 told you that my father has retired and is no longer the mayor. It's
useless for you to look for us. But you insisted on coming here again and again, and now even

did such an unreasonable thing."



"I think, President Xu, you should reflect on yourself now. As for the land approval, I think
you should leave the thought aside.

Faye Xu's face turned pale. Her body shook hard and she almost tripped.
Although Mr. Wu had retired, but due to his many years of service as the mayor of Bay City,
he still enjoyed a strong connection. Furthermore, he had a son who was a successful

businessman in the provincial capital of Long City. Even in retirement, he still had a big

influence.

This was the very reason Faye Xu came to him many times, to seek Mr.Wu's help to settle the
land issue.

But now, Mindy Wu's words had almost cut off their intention of getting the land approved.
After all, with Mr. Wu's status, if he even mentioned this matter slightly, the relevant
departments of Bay City would naturally consider the impact, and it would be impossible for

Faye Xu's company to get approval for the land.

Faye Xu seemed to have suffered a huge blow from this realization and her face fell blank.
She had lost her wits even more so compared to when she was beaten by Fade Chen.

With a pleading face, she almost knelt in front of Mindy Wu and Fade Chen asking for

another chance.

It was impossible for Mindy Wu and Fade Chen to forgive such people. So naturally, they
turned the couple down coldly and proceeded to leave.

Knowing that there's no chance, Faye Xu collapsed to the ground. Her husband, Zion Liu,
still in resentment, picked Faye Xu up and growled, "Dear, get up. Don't beg anymore. At
most, we won't build a new factory.With our company's current scale and profit, we will still
live well."

Faye Xu's eyes lit up to her husband's comfort. Seeing that there's still hope.

But at that moment, a fit female figure came over and inadvertently glimpsed at Faye Xu and
Zion Liu. She was a little surprised, "President Xu, President Liu, why are you here?"



Faye Xu and Zion Liu saw Quin Lin standing in front of them. They were taken aback too,
and responded, "President Lin, you're here too! What a coincidence!"

They were very respectful towards Quin Lin, even more respectful than when greeting Mindy
Wu. There was a reason for that of course. Mindy Wu and Mr. Wu could only affect the land

approval for their company, but Quin Lin Fei Enterprises Holdings Inc could directly affect

their company's turnover.

70% of the chemical raw materials they produced were supplied to Fei Enterprises Holdings
Inc for the production of all kinds of cosmetic products. Fei Enterprises Holdings Inc was
their company's largest client.

If Mindy Wu would affect the business expansion of their company, then Quin Lin would

affect the business operation and survival of their company.

The stakes were obvious. So it was not difficult to understand their respects for Quin Lin.

At this point, Fade Chen saw the conversation between Quin Lin and Fade Xu. He could not

help but asked, "Dear wife, do you know them?"

Quin Lin nodded and said, "They are our supplier."
Faye Xu and Zion Liu, who had initially wanted to enhance their relationship with Quin Lin,
were now completely stunned when they heard the word "wife" from Fade Chen's mouth.
They were paralyzed and stared in utter disbelief at Fade Chen, clad in a plain outfit, in
contrast to Quin Lin, who was finely dressed.

Fade Chen scowled upon hearing that.
Quin Lin questioned, "What's wrong?"
Fade Chen explained without hiding anything from Quin Lin. After hearing from Fade, Quin
Lin appeared agitated. Then she looked at Faye Xu and Zion Liu coldly, "President Xu,
President Liu, from next month onwards, you don't need to supply to us anymore."

Faye Xu and Zion Liu were now completely dumbfounded. They hurriedly pleaded,
"President Lin, we have been long time business partners for the past five years. This..."



Quin Lin waved her hand, obviously in displease and interrupted them. "Say no more. I've
made up my mind. Please go back and prepare the necessary documents and procedures."

The two were stumped. They could never look at Fade Chen the same again. They had not

expected that the young man they thought was from honorable guest of the Wu family and
Quin Lin's husband.

Because of him, they lost the possibility of a land approval, followed by their biggest client.
This could possibly be the death penalty for their company.

In seconds, the two slumped to the ground, muttering.
Fade Chen and the others were not in the mood to argue further with the two. After
informing the security captain that they would help them, they turned and left.

Zion Liu looked at the back of Fade Chen leaving, the regret and sadness in his eyes gradually
turned into resentment. He whispered through gritted teeth, "Fade Chen, I won't let you go

for what you've done to us."

"Honey, what are you going to do?"Faye Xu instantly asked.
Zion Liu's eyes showed a sliver of fierceness as he said, "I will call my brothers in the gang.
Since he is merciless, then don't blame me for being ungrateful. He destroyed my business, I
want him dead!"

Faye Xu gritted her teeth and said with a grudge, "Not only him, but also that idiot security

guard. Had he not created trouble and stopped my car, all this wouldn't have happened."

She had no sense of remorse and completely put the blame on others.

.
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Chapter 115

"Okay, killing one or two makes no big difference." Zion Liu now had a fierce look in his eyes

while he devised a plan, "After killing them, we will sell the factory and move abroad.
Anyway, our remaining assets are enough for us to be carefree for the rest of our lives." Zion
Liu said.

Faye Xu finally cheered up and nodded vigorously.
But just as they were discussing, Fade Chen who had walked some distance ahead suddenly

stopped. He turned to them and said coldly, "Before you engage the people from the gang,
you'd better check out the name 'Brother Fade."

After that, Fade Chen turned and continued on.
Zion Liu and Faye Xu felt a sudden chill ran down their backs. A little surprised.
Faye Xu was concerned, "Did he hear us? Will he call the police?"
Zion Liu clenched his jaw and replied, "So what? We're just planning and haven't done
anything yet. It's useless for him to call the police."

"Then what does he mean by 'Brother Fade?" Faye Xu was still a little worried.

Zion Liu said, "What Brother Fade. he's just scaring us. There are many individuals in the

gang who go by the name Brother Fade. He just wants to mislead us to prevent us from doing

anything."

With this, Zion Liu and Faye Xu got up and returned to their cars. Then, Zion Liu took out his
phone and dialed a number. "Mr. Hu, I have a business for you, are you keen?"

Then, Zion Liu briefed the other party about his plan and request over the phone.
The other party agreed immediately after the brief.
Finally, when he was about to hang up the phone, Faye Xu suddenly remembered about

"Brother Fade". She quickly reminded Zion, "Please ask Mr. Hu if he knows any Brother
Fade?"

Zion Liu didn't care much about it, but he asked anyway, "Mr. Hu, the person we want to kill

mentioned a name in the underworld, called 'Brother Fade. Do you know this name?"



"Brother Fade?" Mr. Hu on the other side of the phone was silent for a while, as if searching
for this name.

On the other end, Zion Liu half-heartedly said to his wife, "See, I told you that kid was just
trying to scare us. It took Mr. Hu so long to think yet he has not heard of this name before. He
is definitely not someone important."

Faye Xu nodded in relieved, a smile crept over her face.
But just then, Mr. Hu's anxious voice came from the other end of the phone. "Are you sure

that person is talking about "Brother Fade?"

"Yeah?What's wrong, Mr. Hu?" Zion Liu was a little puzzled with Mr. Hu's sudden reaction.
Mr. Hu did not answer, but his voice trembled a little. He continued to ask, "Is the person you
mentioned very young, looks a bit frail and dressed in simple attire?"

"Yes, that's the kid." Zion Liu nodded. Then, he was confused. "I really don't know how that

kid got so lucky as he actually knows MindyWu and is also Quin Lin's husband. He's really.."

"What? He knows MissWu and is the husband of President Lin. Is he called Fade Chen?" Mr.
Hu raised his voice in anxiety.

"It seems so." Zion Liu sensed that something was amiss.
Presently, Mr. Hu who heard the name, started to swear and shout, "F**k, Zion Liu, if you are
fucking looking for trouble, don't drag me with you."

Zion Liu didn't understand why Mr. Hu suddenly changed his tone of voice. He prompted,
"Mr. Hu, are you crazy? I am offering you a business where you can make money. Yet you
cursed me!"

Mr. Hu was so angry he exclaimed. His voice was so loud that Faye Xu, who was beside Zion,
could hear it clearly "Make money? Make money my arse. Do you want me to die? Do you

know who Fade Chen is?"

"Who is he? Don't tell me he's also from the underworld? Is he very powerful?" Zion Liu was
a little apprehensive, he asked with his heart in his mouth.



Mr. Hu yelled, "Very powerful? Well let me tell you, he's not merely very powerful, he's
extraordinarily powerful!"

"What?" Zion Liu began to fear.
Mr. Hu continued to shout, "You know Young Master Wei?"
"Of course I know? Young Master Wei of North Bay City. Uncle Eli's nephew, the
second-in-command of Long Enterprise, an absolute big shot in the underworld." Zion Liu
quickly added. "But how's Fade Chen related to Young Master Wei?"

Mr. Hu thundered. "How? I tell you, even for Young Master Wei, he had to call Fade Chen
'Brother Fade humbly. Now, do you know why he has asked you to look up the name?"

"What!" Zion Liu blurted in surprise, cold beads of sweats drenched his forehead. "Even
Young Master Wei calls him Brother Fade? How, how is this possible?"

"Impossible? Zion Liu, I am telling you this, if you dare to provoke Brother Fade, and if

Young Master Wei finds out about this matter, you are as good as dead," Mr. Hu screeched.

Zion Liu was really distressed at this point. The thought of Fade Chen's identity sent chills

through his heart. "I didn't know! Mr. Hu, you must help me. How can I fix this!"

"How would I know? Now I still owe Young Master Wei an explanation! I wish you the best

of luck!" Mr. Hu slammed the phone down angrily, the only sound then was a dead tone.

Inside the car, Zion Liu was in absolute horror. The mixture of sweat and blood on his head

dripped continuously, and his whole body shook in fear.

Faye Xu, who was next to him, was also in a panic. She couldn't sit still and kept pestering.
"What should we do? I didn't expect him to be a big shot. What should we do now?"
Zion Liu was anxious and irritable. He suddenly slapped Faye Xu on the face and roared,
"How do I know what to do? It's you, you b*tch. If you hadn't insisted on barging into the

residence, I would not have encountered such a thing!"

Faye Xu was not an easy-going person as well. The slap from Zion Liu at this moment

immediately brought out her b*tchy personality. She flapped her hands and scratched Zion



Liu's face. "I came here for you, and also for the company's land approval. Now you put the

blame on me instead. Zion Liu, you idiot!"

There was a serious wrangle inside the car. The couple was wrestling with each other.
Passers-by were very surprised to witness that. There were puzzled but mostly showed a

ridiculous expressions on their faces.

As for Zion Liu and Faye Xu, they were destined to suffer in tragedy the moment they

offended Fade Chen. Losing Fei Enterprises Holdings Inc. as the client was just the beginning.
Even without Fade Chen's order, the people in the gang would also finish the job for him.

They were destined to pay a heavy price for their arrogance.
On the other hand, Fade Chen and the others had returned to the Wu family's villa. After
chatting for a while, they had lunch together. A short break after, Fade Chen was ready to

treat Charles Wu.

.
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Charles Wu nodded at Fade Chen and smiled, "Mr. Chen, hope you don't find this too

troublesome."

Fade Chen got to know during mealtime that the meeting his wife had with Charles Wu this

time was to discuss about the collaboration between Fei Enterprises Holdings Inc and Galaxy
Plaza Mall. He felt relieved after clearing the doubts and worries he had in his heart earlier.

Fade Chen smiled at Charles Wu and said, "President Wu, you're too polite. If it weren't for
your help last time, we would have been in trouble."
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Charles Wu shook his head gently and continued, "Mr. Chen, you're too polite. What

happened at Galaxy Plaza Mall last time was due to our poor people management, which
then created difficulty for Fei Enterprises Holdings Inc. I am the one who should apologize to
you."

Looking at the two of them, Mindy Wu smiled gracefully and said, "Brother, Mr. Chen. Are
you guys done appeasing each other? When are you guys going to get to the main agenda of

the day?"

Charles Wu smiled shyly and said, "I'm sorry!"
Fade Chen pointed to a room specially prepared by MindyWu for the consultation, "President
Wu, please!"

As they spoke and was on the way walking to the guest room, suddenly there was a braking

sound outside the house, then came a young man's voice, "Uncle Charles, why didn't you tell

me that you're in Bay City? I was coming here too. We should've come together!"

Charles Wu was stunned, and swiftly, a strange expression flashed across his face, but his
smile returned later and he said to Fade Chen, "A friend is here. Mr. Chen, please wait for a
moment."

Fade Chen nodded. Then he saw a young man, about twenty four or twenty-five years old,
strode into the villa. The man was dressed in a traditional Chinese costume which was eye

catching. He was holding a folding fan in his hand, but his expression was somewhat

carefree.

The man extended out his hand and greeted MindyWu in a friendly manner. Then he walked

to Charles Wu smiling brightly, "Uncle Charles, I hope you don't mind me coming without

informing?"

Charles Wu smiled, "Of course I don't mind. Please sit down!
Charles Wu invited the young man to sit down and then introduced him to Fade Chen, "Mr.
Chen, this is Caesar Du."

Then, he introduced Fade Chen to Caesar Du, "This is Fade Chen, a young and very talented

man in Bay City."



"Hello! My name is Caesar Du of Du Medical Center in Long City. What do you do, Mr.
Chen?" Caesar Du reached out to Fade Chen with a smile on his face, especially when he

mentioned about the Du Medical Center, his eyes glimmered with excitement.

The arrogance that came from a young man from a wealthy family didn't bother Fade Chen at
all. He said casually, "Hello, I am Fade Chen. I work in a company as a doctor."

"Doctor!" Hearing the word, Caesar Du's eyes gleamed at Fade Chen. "You are also a doctor?
Do you practice western medicine or traditional Chinese medicine?"

Fade Chen was not used to Caesar Du's friendliness. Next to him, Mindy Wu walked to Fade
Chen and explained to him in a low voice, "The Du Medicine Center is a traditional Chinese
medicine clinic that has a history of more than a hundred years in Long City. The person in

charge of the clinic is Jason Du, the current famous veteran Chinese doctor in the district. He
is known as 'Three Needles Du'. It is said that he only needs three needles to cure diseases.
Mr. Du has many friends amongst the rich and powerful."

"Caesar Du is Mr. Du's grandson. He is talented and has inherited Mr. Du's medical skills. He
is called 'Young Three Needles in the district, and is very enthusiastic about medical skills,
thus his exaggerated behavior. Mr. Chen, please forgive him." Mindy Wu's warm breath fell

onto Fade Chen's ear as she spoke.

Fade Chen felt a tingling sensation on his ears. He nodded and looked at Caesar Du saying,
"I'm a Chinese Medicine practitioner."

"You are also a doctor for Chinese Medicine." Caesar Du's eyes lit up with excitement, "Find
some time and we can have a little challenge."

Fade Chen responded casually, "Hmm, I guess we can do that!"
Then Caesar Du turned to CharlesWu and said, "Uncle Charles, looking at the time, I believed
you have had lunch already. Come, let's go out for a walk. I've found something good and my

grandfather insisted that I bring it back. Uncle Charles, please help me with some opinions."

With this, Caesar Du grasped Charles Wu and left.
Charles Wu coughed and said, "Caesar, still have something to do, so I can't go."



"What's the matter? How long will it take? I'll wait for you." Caesar Du sat down instantly,
picked up the teacup and began to drink it.

Charles Wu's glance wandered from Fade Chen and then to Caesar Du, he was a little
embarrassed.

Fade Chen felt a little weird and wanted to explain. But Mindy Wu came over again and

explained softly, "Caesar Du was my brother's attending doctor when he was in the district.
Only he and Mr. Du would know my brother's illness. As for Caesar Du, he has always been
confident about his medical skills, so.."

Fade Chen immediately understood what Mindy Wu meant without further explanation. It
seemed that CharlesWu had secretly sought him out for treatment without telling Caesar Du.
There could be dispute if Caesar Du finds out.

Just when Fade Chen was about to hint Charles Wu to find another time for treatment,
Charles admitted to Caesar Du, "Caesar, here's the thing. My old illness is back recently. I
know that Fade Chen is a doctor, so I let him come for a consultation for me."

Hearing this, Caesar Du's face immediately changed. His smile faded into a serious look. He
looked at Carles Wu and Fade Chen and said, "Uncle Charles, understand your illness makes

you very uncomfortable. But this condition can't be cured quickly. It can only be treated

little by little."

"I'm not preventing you from seeing a doctor, but grandpa and I have already customized a

full treatment plan for you. If you ask other doctors in the midst of the treatment, I'm worried

that it will disrupt my treatment plan. By then, not only can you not recover, but your
condition might worsen. It will be more difficult for us to treat you later." Caesar Du was very
stern when it was about the illness.

Charles Wu looked a little embarrassed by now. His illness was not very serious, but it was
very troublesome, and had affected his daily life and work. Moreover, he still had
not recovered for more than half a year of treatment, so when he heard that Fade Chen had

cured Mr. Wu, his father, he decided to see Fade. He thought that changing a doctor would

probably see some results.



Unexpectedly, Caesar Du was in town, and it was something Caesar Du was most sensitive

about... medical skills.

Seeing that Charles Wu did not speak, Caesar Du continued, but this time he was aiming at

Fade Chen, "Mr. Chen, please don't blame me for speaking abruptly. I hope you don't
intervene with Uncle Charles's illness."

His words made Fade Chen frowned uneasily. This young man was generally nice, but in
terms of medical skills, perhaps due to the fact that he was born into a famous family of

medical practitioners, this made him seemed a bit overconfident and even conceited.

In this case, Fade Chen decided be straight-forward, "You don't let others intervene with an

illness you can't cure. What sort of reasoning is this? Are you afraid that I will take away

your business?"

Caesar Du raised his eyebrows and flipped the wide sleeves of his traditional Chinese clothing.
There was a look of displeasure on his serious face.
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His eyes locked on Fade Chen and said in a deep voice, "Dr. Chen, I don't mean to disrespect,
but l'm the heir of the Du Medicine Center and the prodigy of the Three Needles Du. Such an

illness is a challenge, I doubt that you can succeed."

Fade Chen snorted, "Others can't cure what you couldn't cure? You are too arrogant!"
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Caesar Du boasted, "My grandfather Jason Du is touted as one of the few 'National Medical
Saints' of the country's traditional medicine circle. I have learned at least 60% of my

grandfather's medical skills so I think I can live up to the reputation!"

"National Medical Saint?" Fade Chen was baffled.
MindyWu quickly explained softly, "The National Medicine Saint, is an honorable title given

as an appreciation to Chinese medicine, recognized by the country's officials and individuals

from the medical industry. In the whole Chinese medicine circle, there are less than 20
people who have this title. It can be said that any National Medical Saint is considered as the

top of the top in Chinese medicine."

Fade Chen nodded, finally understood Caesar Du's outrageous behaviour. However, he did
not plan to back off. He scoffed, "What does your grandfather's National Medical Saint title
get to do with you?"

Fade's words touched Caesar Du's weakness and his face become distorted.
After all, although he was called "Three Needles Junior", it was a spill- over of his
grandfather's title the "Threes Needles Du". Therefore, in the Chinese medicine circle, many

people questioned his medical skills and level. He had only but shared his grandfather's glory,
in order to enjoy such fame and status.

This perception made Caesar Du unsatisfied and annoyed. So when Fade Chen hit his weakest
link, his eyes burned with anger.

"Are you doubting my medical skills?" Caesar Du said coldly. Fade Chen replied lightly,
"Medical skills are not inherited or learned through bragging!Whether one is capable or not,
one has to try it first."

The strife between them was growing rapidly.
Charles Wu noticed the twist of event, quickly stood up and said, "It's all my fault. You two

are both talented young people. Let's stop quarreling. I..."

Charles Wu wanted to persuade the two, but with Caesar Du's attitude and Fade Chen's
sarcasm, Caesar was reluctant to let it slide. He stated, "Uncle Charles, this is no longer about
your illness. It's my personal and the Du family's honor. Since Dr. Chen belittled my medical

skills, dare I ask how about your medical skills?"



Fade Chen said blandly, "I don't praise my medical skills by speaking, I show it. The patients
will know if the illness is cured or not"

His words were yet another mockery, Caesar Du's face twisted even more. "Since Dr. Chen is

so confident, I dare you on a challenge?

"How do we compete?" Fade Chen asked flatly.
Caesar Du took a look at CharlesWu then said, "Considering that we are going to treat Uncle
Charles' illness, then let's treat him on the spot and see who gives the most effective outcome.
Naturally, the winner will emerge."

"Sure!" Fade Chen accepted.
Caesar Du did not expect Fade Chen would agree so effortlessly. He was a little surprised, but
he squinted and continued, "If I win, you have to apologize to me for what you said just now.
I won't tolerate anyone insulting my medical skills and reputation."

"Okay!" Fade Chen still looked collected. "But what if you lose?"
"I won't lose!" Caesar Du said confidently. He paused for a moment and then said, "If I lose
within the normal circumstances, I'll agree to any of your condition."

"Okay, let's start!" Fade Chen nodded.
Caesar Du also nodded, then looked at Charles Wu and said, "Uncle Charles, sorry to trouble

you."

After that, Caesar Du looked at Fade Chen and explained, "I have been treating Uncle Charles
for months so I am familiar with his condition. In order to be fair, I will tell you about Uncle
Charles' vital condition now."

Fade Chen dismissed him, saying "There's no need, I can diagnose the condition myself."

"You..." Caesar Du did not expect a company's doctor in a small district would be so cocky.
"Don't regret it if you lose."

"I'm not you!" Fade Chen grinned and then waved his hand. "You first!"



Caesar Du glared at Fade Chen, then together with Charles Wu, he walked into the guest

room which was prepared earlier.

About 15 minutes later, Caesar Du came out, a confident smile hung on his face. He looked at
Fade Chen and said, "It's your turn."

Fade Chen did not say anything. He walked into the room and closed the door.
Inside the room, Charles Wu saw Fade Chen entered. Feeling a little embarrassed, he said,
"Fade, I'm really sorry about today..."

Fade Chen chuckled, "President Wu, it's okay. It's not your fault. Let's get started!"

Then, Fade Chen held Charles Wu's wrist and began to feel his pulse.
In less than half a minute, Fade Chen smiled, turned towards the door and shouted, "Caesar
Du, please come in!"
"Fade, this is... Charles Wu asked in confusion.
Seconds later, Caesar Du pushed through the door and entered. He didn't understand why

Fade Chen had called him in, it was only less than a minute since he entered. Has he
surrendered?

"Do you want to give up?" Caesar Du raised his eyebrows at Fade Chen.

Fade Chen scanned the two puzzled individuals then shook his head gently. He followed by

saying, "The reason I asked you to come in is to let you bear witness to my treatment on the

spot. This is to prevent you from denying your failure later and accuse me of playing tricks."

"Hmph, I am not that kind of person!" Caesar Du snorted, "Besides, can you really cure it?"

Charles Wu also looked at Fade Chen skeptically. "Fade, can you really cure my illness?"

Fade Chen nodded with a gentle smile, "90% chance of success." In fact, Fade Chen was 100%
capable of curing this kind of illness, but he only said 90% to avoid appearing cocky.

There was a twinkle in Charles Wu's eyes.
Caesar Du clenched his lips tight, "Swank."



Fade Chen didn't say anything afterward. He just looked at Charles Wu and said, "President
Wu's symptom is itches all over the body, especially in the areas like the underarms and groin.
When it starts, it feels like thousands of ants crawling. It's very uncomfortable. Am I right?

Upon hearing this, Charles Wu gripped Fade Chen's hand and exclaimed, "That's right! My
illness is not really a serious one, but it just itches, that's all. But god knows how many

hospitals I've gone to and how many drugs i've taken, but the effects were not much. On the

contrary, the itch is getting worse. At times, I had to stop my meeting halfway when the itch

attacked. The worst was when I was in the midst of discussion with clients, I had no choice

but to endure it. Recently, it has gotten so dreadful that I'm beginning to lose control of it."

Caesar Du hadn't expected Fade Chen to accurately described Charles Wu's conditions in
such a short time. He was slightly surprised. However, he was only slightly surprised.
However, he was only slightly surprised. In his opinion, an ordinary Chinese medicine

practitioner could do the same. A specific treatment was still needed. Moreover, Fade had
probably asked Charles Wu directly about these symptoms before. It was nothing
extraordinary.
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Fade Chen glanced at Caesar Du and understood what he was thinking. He voiced out. "Based
on Caesar Du's diagnosis, the itch was caused by the body's damp- heat syndrome. So his

treatment method is to find a way to get rid of the dampness and heat."

"If I've guessed it right, when Caesar Du treated President Wu just now, you acupunctured

several of PresidentWu's acupoints, namely the acupoints at these locations; the 2nd lumbar

vertebrae, the nasolabial fold, the yin meridian, and the elbow. These acupoints have the
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effect of expelling dampness and heat, and with strengthened stimulation for a short period

of time, it can achieve a therapeutic effect." Fade Chen explained.

Charles Wu listened as Fade Chen explained with experience. He didn't know if Fade was
right, so he turned his eyes to Caesar Du.

At this moment, Caesar Du's face had turned astonished. This was because Fade Chen had

accurately detailed Caesar's acupuncture points and effects. Had he not confirm that Fade
Chen was absent during his treatment, Caesar would have probably thought that Fade Chen
had peeped at his treatment process.

Although it was somewhat unexpected and hard to accept, Caesar Du nodded at Charles Wu

and said, "Dr. Chen, you have said it precisely."

This time, even Charles Wu was a little surprised. After all, when he came to see Fade Chen,
it was his last resort. It would be great if there would be an improvement. But he hadn't
expected Fade Chen to exceed his expectations. Even Three Needles Junior was shocked.

Charles Wu began to see hope, and he looked at Fade Chen with eyes full of hope.

Fade Chen smiled faintly and continued. He peered at Caesar Du once again and said, "If I'm
right, these are the prescriptions Dr. Du usually gave to President Wu.

"Five grams of Kudzu, three grams of Prunellae Vulgaris, two grams of Rhizoma Smilacis

Glabrae; one gram of Cortex Erythrinae, two grams of Herba Taxilli, one gram of

Atractylodes Rhizome; one gram of Chinese Magnolia Vine, two grams of Biota Seed; and
three grams of Prince Ginseng...

"Amongst them, the main effects of Kudzu, Prunellae Vulgaris, and Rhizoma Smilacis Glabrae

are to clear heat; the Cortex Erythrinae, Herba Taxilli, and Atractylodes Rhizome are to

dispel dampness; As for Chinese Magnolia Vine and Biota Seed, they are used to soothe

President Wu's itch and calm his nerves; Lastly, the Prince Ginseng is to nourish his stomach

and invigorate his spleen."



After saying this, President Wu was amazed. He didn't know Chinese medicine, but after
taking the herbs for a long time, he vaguely remembered a few familiar names in Caesar Du's
prescription.

Caesar Du, on the other hand, was completely shocked. He looked at Fade Chen, his lips
quivered, then he rubbed his eyes and said, "You, how do you know my prescription?"

These words reaffirmed the accuracy of Fade Chen's explanation. He not only named the

herbs used, but also told the exact amount prescribed and their respective medicinal effects.

Such an accurate result shocked Caesar Du. He looked at Fade Chen and stammered, "Who,
who are you?"

Fade Chen smiled but did not answer.
Charles Wu saw Caesar Du's expression and knew that he had met an expert. His heart
rejoiced. He looked at Fade Chen and asked, "Dr. Chen, can my illness be cured?"

Fade Chen nodded and said, "Of course, and I'm going to cure you right now."

"It can be cured on the spot? Really?" Charles Wu was surprised and in disbelief.

Caesar Du came back to senses. Once he heard Fade Chen could cure on the spot, he couldn't
help but advised, "Although this disease is not serious, it is not easy to cure. Otherwise, I
wouldn't have spent more than half a year treating it. Moreover, few of the times, it was
under my grandfather guidance."

Fade Chen shook his head and said flatly, "That's because you're not experienced enough.
Please don't blame the complications of the illness."

"You..." It was the first time someone referred Caesar Du as inexperienced, moreover, it came

from a Chinese medicine doctor younger than him.

Fade Chen grinned at Caesar Du, "If you are not convinced, just watch me cure President

Wu."

While speaking, Fade Chen picked up the silver needles on the small table next to him.



President Wu quickly move to take off his clothes so as to let Fade Chen use the needles.
However, Fade Chen stopped him and said, "You don't need to take off your clothes. I'll just
insert a few needles on the wrist."

"Acupuncture on the wrist?" President Wu was puzzled.
Caesar Du also had a look of suspicion on his face and he said, "The symptoms of this

dampness and heat syndrome that caused itchiness were at the underarms, groin areas and

the like, the root of the symptoms should be in the muscles. What's the use of inserting the

needles on the wrist?"

Fade Chen did not explain immediately. Instead, he pinched the silver needle, ran the

internal core energy, or better known as, Chi, in his body, transferred the core energy into the
silver needle, and then quickly poked into the meridians of the wrist. Then, he almost

immediately mobilized the internal Chi to the root of the illness.

Fade Chen had practiced "Kong Fu of Jiu Yang " to the extreme level. The internal core
energy in his body was intense and hot. When the Qi reached the focal point, the root of his
illness was completed scorched. Naturally, Charles Wu's illness was cured.

In less than five minutes, Charles Wu felt a hot and slighting burning sensation at the areas

where it itched. Then, the sensation slowly subsided, and he felt his body became lighter. The
itch that used to be everywhere had been eliminated and he felt completely relieved.

"I, I don't feel itchy anymore!" Charles Wu's face was lit up with astonishment. He even
clumsily scratched his body a few times just to confirm. "It really doesn't itch at all. It's all
recovered."

Caesar Du was just as surprised. He rushed over, grasped Charles Wu's wrist and felt his

pulse.

A few minutes later, Caesar Du's surprise turned into shock. He couldn't believe it and
frowned, "You, you really cured Uncle Charles' illness?"

"What do you think?" Fade Chen looked at Caesar Du.



Even if Caesar Du was reluctant to admit it, he had to face the reality. His face crumpled

while nodding and confirmed the result of Fade Che's treatment.

Then, he looked at Fade Chen with keen eyes and asked, "How, how did you cure Uncle
Charles's illness? And why inserting needles on the wrist works?"

Fade Chen sighed and said, "The meridians of the human body in traditional Chinese

medicine are all connected. Although I inserted the needles on the wrist, I can move the core

energy to where the problem was through the meridians."

"Of course I know the connection of the meridians, but that doesn't mean you can simply..."
Caesar Du frowned. But suddenly, he realized something and darted a surprised look at Fade
Chen. "Did you just say that you transferred Chi through the needles?"

"Yes, I cured President Wu's illness by torching the root of his illness with my vigor energy."
Fade Chen said calmly.

"Vigor energy! You have achieved vigor energy? How is that possible? You're very young"
Caesar Du was appalled. He was even more stunned now compared to the moment when

Fade Chen pointed out his prescription accurately.

.
.

.

.
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Chapter 119

Traditional Chinese medicine represented both traditional medicines and skills, it's one of the
Five Arts of Chinese Metaphysics - Mountain, Medicine, Destiny, Physiognomy, and
Divination, which involves the martial arts, Qigong, observation of appearance, practice of
divination and so on.
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Since ancient times, those who knew of these skills were scarce. In addition, there were many

propaganda that over exaggerated the skills, and many imposters used the skills to deceive

others. Therefore, to many, these traditional skills had become superstition and tricks.

However, as the descendant of a Chinese medicine family, Caesar Du clearly knew the

existence of the Five Arts of Chinese Metaphysics. Amongst them, some of these skills were

mythical and even difficult to explain, although not as over-the-top as what was described in
films and novels.

For example, one of the medical skills he was good at was related to Qigong. Some

traditional Chinese medicine practitioners with excellent medical skills could generate vital
energy within their bodies after years of mastery and persistence. The use of vigor energy to
support the Chinese medicine treatment produced better results compared to normal
treatment.

However, it was not easy to cultivate the vital energy in the body and to master the use of

vigor energy to cure diseases. Many veteran Chinese medicine doctors took a lifetime yet still

failed to reach the level of transferring vital energy through the needles. Amongst the doctors

who were recognized as National Medical Saint, not all had reached this realm.

Take Caesar Du's grandfather Jason Du as an example. He had been studying medicine for

more than 60 years and practicing medicine for more than 50 years. He was diligent in
cultivating his physique, insisted on training, and supplemented with various herbs to

achieve good health. But until now, in his seventies, he had only merely reached the

threshold of the vigor energy, but still could not use the energy to cure diseases.

Yet now, Fade Chen, a young Chinese medicine doctor in his early twenties, was able to use

his vigor energy skillfully to treat diseases. It is clear why Caesar Du was shocked and

amazed.

"Have you really reached the realm of the mobilizing Qi in acupuncture?" Caesar Du was still
in disbelief.

Fade Chen did not explain, instead, he stretched out his right hand and gently placed it above
the wooden table without touching the surface of the table, leaving a gap of three or four

centimeters.



"Ha!"
Suddenly, Fade Chen shouted, and the wooden table below his palm made a squeaky sound

and shook once. Then, Fade Chen withdrew his palm.

Caesar Du quickly walked over, stretched his neck and noticed an obvious handprint, with
five fingers clearly seen, on the smooth surface of the table. At this point, his final doubt
about Fade Chen disappeared. He looked at Fade Chen, stunned, "Not only have you reached

the level of transferring vital energy through the needles, but you are also a master of martial

arts."

As for Charles Wu, although he didn't know Chinese medicine nor understood what vital

energy acupuncture was, but as a successful businessman in Long City, he had many

competent bodyguards. However, none of these bodyguards, of whom were hired at a high

price, were as good as Fade Chen. In an instance, CharlesWu's perception towards Fade Chen
shifted again. A young man in his early twenties was not only a brilliant Chinese medicine

practitioner but also a martial arts master. His potential was limitless.

Fade Chen smiled at the both them, then turned his attention to Caesar Du and said

impassively, "You lost this challenge. Are you convinced?"

Caesar Du suddenly took a step forward, kneeled on one knee, gave Fade Chen a hold fist

salute and apologized, "Mr. Chen, I was ignorant and had offended you. Please forgive me. I
shall fulfill any of your conditions. You may tell me now."

Fade Chen was rather satisfied with Caesar Du's attitude. He nodded lightly and reached out

to help Caesar Du on his feet. "You're already considered quite good to have achieved such

medical skills at such a young age. But because you're born into a famous family, everything
seems to go smoothly for you since childhood. This has made you a little arrogant and even

conceited. You have to change this! You have to know that there's always someone better

than you. Just because your grandfather is the National Medical Saint, doesn't mean you are

the same."

"Thank you for your lesson,Mr. Chen. I will change and improve my attitude!" Caesar Du said
with respect.



Fade Chen nodded and said, "Yes. No need to be so polite, you can just call me by my name."

This guy was really an amicable person. Since Fade Chen didn't blame him, he immediately

came up to Fade Chen and pestered him, "Brother Fade, how about calling you Brother Fade
in the future?"

"I believe you're older than me!" Fade Chen was speechless.
However, Caesar Du was not at all concerned, he flipped the wide sleeves of his traditional

Chinese costume and then continued, "Brother Fade, your medical skills are better than mine,
and not to mention you are a master in martial arts. Just these give me all the reasons to call

you brother."

"Okay then, you can call however you like." Fade Chen replied.
"Okay, Brother Fade." Caesar Du said. "By the way, Brother Fade, how did you learn your

medical skills? Can you teach me a thing or two?

Fade Chen glared at Caesar and advised, "You have to master your foundation first. Don't try
to run when you have not learned how to walk."

"Yes, Brother Fade!" Caesar Du answered in a serious manner with the hold fist salute. Then,
he seemed to have recalled something, he said with assurance, "Brother Fade, I lost to you

just now. If you have any requests, just tell me. I will try my best within my means to do it."

Initially, Fade Chen wanted to say that he didn't have any requests. After all, the purpose of
this competition was to treat Charles Wu's illness, and at the same time to teach Caesar Du a

lesson. Now that he had achieved his goals, there was no need for any request.

However, just as Fade Chen was about to decline, he suddenly thought of something. Next,
he took a piece of paper and wrote some names before handed it over to Caesar Du and
explained. "Your family owns a clinic in Long City. Since your network is wider, can you help
me find these herbs and some stuffs? After you have found them, I am willing to pay for

them."

Caesar Du picked up the paper and saw that they were all names that he didn't recognize. He
couldn't help but be awestruck by Brother Fade's knowledge. He promised wholeheartedly,



"Brother Fade, please don't talk money with me. This will be my gift to you when I find

them."

Fade Chen did not linger on the money issue. After all, the herbs and stuffs written were

basically rare herbs for his own mastery and his wife's treatment for her cold nature. At
present, these herbs were rare and difficult to find, so he had asked Caesar Du to help keep an
eye for him.

Right at that moment, Caesar Du's mobile phone vibrated. There was a message. He took it

out and instantly exclaimed "Oh, no!". Then he turned to Charles Wu and said, "I almost

forgot about the thing I came here for. It's getting late. Uncle Charles, please help me to give

some opinions!"

Charles Wu said, "Caesar, I still have something to do at home. This.."
Caesar Du fidgeted, "Uncle Charles, this is something good that grandfather had insisted that

I must get it! I came to Bay City in a hurry. Master Qiao and the others are not around to help
me. At my level, I can't differentiate its authenticity. Uncle Charles, you are an expert, you
must help me!"

.

.
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Chapter 120

Charles Wu hesitated for a moment, and then his eyes lit up as he turned to Fade Chen, and
said to Caesar Du, "Caesar,my level is just a seasoned hobbyist, not a real master! Speaking of
masters, Fade is good at both medicine and martial arts, he would definitely be familiar with

the thing. Why don't you let Fade go with you?"

"Yes!With Brother Fade's skills, he should have good eyes for inspection as well." Caesar Du
exclaimed with excitement. He looked at Fade Chen with pleading eyes and said, "Brother
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Fade, you must help me this time. Otherwise, I will be beaten to death by grandfather when

I go home."

Fade Chen was speechless. But since he had just asked Caesar's help to find the rare herbs, he
didn't mind helping him on trivial matter.

So, Fade Chen said, "If you want my help, tell me what's the matter first."

"Brother Fade, it's like this..."
Caesar Du told Fade Chen the whole story, and Fade Chen was quick to comprehend the

whole event.

It turned out that Caesar Du's grandfather, Mr. Du shared the same hobby as Charles Wu.
Both liked to collect old things, which were not limited to just antiques, but also things with
legends and magical power.

For example, a futon left behind by a Taoist monk, a jade pendant blessed by a master, the
holy grail in the Vatican, and angel wings to name a few.

They believed that these things had miraculous powers and had the ability to maintain health
and give protection, so they had been searching everywhere in the world. But of course, for
so many years, most of the things they had found were antiques with no special effects, some

were even fake. Fortunately, the two families were very wealthy. and money was not a

problem for them, thus, their quests continued.

This time, Mr. Du heard news in Long City that someone had dug out an old item at Bay City.
Rumour has it that this amazing item possessed special power for wound healing. Therefore,
Mr. Du immediately asked Caesar Du to come to Long City in order to bid for this treasure.

Over the years, Mr. Du had heard of many magical effects from items. But no one could

guarantee the authenticity of the item, so he needed someone to help him identify it.

Caesar Du came in a hurry this time, Master Qiao and others who had confirmed to help

identify when they were in Long City, couldn't make it. So when Caesar Du learned that

Charles Wu was in Bay City, he came to ask Charles Wu for advice. Although Charles Wu's



ability was not as good as the professional Master Qiao, but he would certainly be better than
young Caesar Du.

Now that Charles Wu had refused to do it, Fade Chen seemed like the ideal candidate.

Hearing that, Fade Chen didn't know whether to laugh or cry.
He didn't expect for a well-known Chinese medicine doctor like Mr. Du, and an outstanding

entrepreneur like Charles Wu, would believe in these things even though Fade Chen knew

that some things did have special effects.

However, these things were most certainly created by the top masters. If these things really
did surface, it would be the fight amongst the masters, while ordinary people would not have
the chance to even try their luck.

However, judging from their looks, it was probably not the time to persuade them to give up.
The so-called treasure this time was likely to be fake as well. Fade Chen decided to help

Caesar Du in case he got scammed. "Like this, I'll go with you!"

"Brother Fade, you've agreed. That's great!" Caesar Du leaped with excitement, as if he could
rush over to hug and kiss Fade Chen.

"Well, it's getting late. Let's go now and come back early," Fade Chen said.

"Yes, go early and come back early!" Caesar Du cheered. Then, the three of them walked out

of the bedroom together.

Outside the room, Mindy Wu and Quin Lin had been worried. Then they saw the three

coming out smiling, contrary from earlier on when Caesar Du and Fade Chen were quarreling.
At this moment, they were chatting and laughing, as if they had been friends for many years.

For a moment, the two women looked at each other in confusion and shock.

Caesar Du smirked, "Ms. Wu, President Lin, I was too arrogant and ignorant at the

competition just now. I was wrong. Now, I am Brother Fade's avid follower."

Fade Chen also explained to Quin Lin about Caesar Du's request for help.



Later, the two got into Caesar Du's car and sped off.
Not long after, the car stopped in front of a two-storey building. Caesar Du and Fade Chen
got off the car and walked inside.

There were two strong-looking young men guarding at the door and were looking at them

warily. Caesar Du made a phone call to confirm his identity. Then, the two young men

immediately stepped aside to let them through the door.

When they entered the building, Fade Chen could see two rows of wooden chairs on both

sides of the main hall at a glance. In front of them was a casual landscape painting that

looked dated.

Presently, most of the seats from the two rows were already occupied with people.
When Caesar Du walked in, a man in a suit, who looked around twenty-eight or twenty-nine
years old on the left, suddenly beamed, "Three Needles Junior, you are here!"

Caesar Du took a look at the man, with a look of surprise, he said, "Donny Liang, why are you
here? Hey, if you call me Three Needles Junior again, I will reap your mouth to pieces!"
Caesar Du retaliated without hesitation.

"Caesar Du, since you have been here, why can't I be here?" Donny Liang snorted, but he did
not call him Three Needles Junior anymore.

Caesar Du ushered Fade Chen to sit down before he sat down himself. Then, he turned to

Fade and explained in a low voice.

"This fella's name is Donny Liang, from Long City. His grandfather is the president of Long
City's antique association. He and my grandfather frequently compete with each other on

antique, resulting in countless conflicts.

"This time the news came so quickly that it hasn't been spread around in Long City. I didn't
expect Donny Liang to get the news too and see him here."

Fade Chen nodded and glanced over at Donny Liang. He studied the guy from top to bottom

and found nothing special about him, just an arrogant chap from a rich family.



However, beside Donny Liang sat an old man in a Chinese Tang costume. His hair already
turned silver and he had a white beard.

The old man's eyes were half-closed as he leaned against the chair impassively. He exuded
the temperament of a master.

"This man is a formidable martial artist, Fade Chen made a quick judgment of this old man.

Then, he blinked at Caesar and asked, "Who's that?"
Only then Caesar Du noticed the old man next to Donny Liang. He was slightly surprised but

continued to explain, "I haven't seen him before, but I am guessing he is Donny Liang's
temporary inspector. After all, we were all in a hurry to come here."

Donny Liang spotted Caesar Du staring at the old man, he smirked. "Caesar Du, what are you
looking at? Are you jealous that I managed to get an inspector?"

"Oh, by the way, I didn't see your inspector with you when you came in?" Donny Liang
deliberately provoked him. His eyes swept over Fade Chen, and then he pretended to be

surprised and pronounced sheepishly, "Caesar Du, don't tell me this kid is your inspector?"
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